Evading the Immune System: Immune Modulation and Immune Matching in Cell Replacement Therapies for Parkinson’s Disease
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Abstract. Stem cell-based therapies for Parkinson’s disease are now being applied clinically. Notably, studies have shown that controlling the graft-induced immune response improves the results. In this mini-review, we concisely summarize current approaches used for this control. We focus on four modes of stem cell-based therapies: autologous transplantation, allogeneic transplantation with human leukocyte antigen-matching and allogeneic transplantation without, and finally the application of “universal” pluripotent stem cells. We also discuss immuno-suppressive treatments and the monitoring of immune reactions in the brain.
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INTRODUCTION

Clinical cell therapies for Parkinson’s disease (PD) using dopamine progenitors derived from pluripotent stem cells (PSCs), such as embryonic stem cells (ESCs) [1] and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) [2–4], have begun. Cell therapies like these in the central nervous system (CNS) are less likely to cause an immune rejection than in other organs. Indeed, one double-blind clinical trial showed that allografts of human embryonic dopamine neurons are not rejected following transplant even without immune suppression [5]. However, although the brain has been considered a site of immune privilege, this concept is being revisited [6]. Consistently, past clinical experience of cell therapies using aborted fetal tissues has shown that the use of immunosuppressants improves the results in Huntington’s disease [7]. Based on studies of organ and bone marrow transplantations, graft and host human leukocyte antigens (HLA), especially HLA-A, -B, and -DR, determine the activity of host cytotoxic T cells and B cells, which can influence graft rejection and survival.

Because the availability of fetal tissue is limited, cell therapies usually use a mixture of several fetuses as donor cells, making matching or even typing HLA haplotypes difficult. Stem cell-based transplantations may solve this problem.
PSC-BASED THERAPIES

Autologous transplantation

iPSC technology enables autologous transplantation, which theoretically prevents an immune response or rejection (see Fig. 1, Autologous). In the brain of non-human primates, autologous transplantations using iPSCs cause a minimal immune response [8]. To date, one group has reported an autologous iPSC-based therapy for PD with good results, but only on one patient [2], and only one other group has performed an autologous iPSC-based therapy, which was for age-related macular degeneration [9]. The reason is that although iPSC-based autologous transplantation is ideal from an immunological point of view, it currently suffers from high cost. Furthermore, the large scalability of iPSC lines and their subsequent derivatives under good manufacturing practice (GMP) is still not practical.

Allogeneic transplantation (HLA-mismatch)

Current stem cell banks and stocks permit allogeneic transplantations but not autologous ones. In cases using healthy donor ESCs or iPSCs of which the HLAs do not match the host, immunosuppressants are recommended [1] (see Fig. 1, HLA-mismatch). This strategy, HLA-mismatch allograft with immune suppression, is practical for the CNS, because the donor cells from healthy volunteers are readily available and well characterized. Accordingly, clinical trials for PD using this strategy are ongoing [1, 4]. As for other organs, such as the heart, which are more susceptible to immune rejection [10], HLA-matching or other modes should be considered.

HLA-matching

Stem cell banks and stocks also make HLA-matched transplantation feasible. To maximize the number of patients who will benefit from HLA-matched stem cell products, donors with homozygous HLA (HLA-homo), i.e., the paternal and maternal alleles have the same HLA haplotypes (see Fig. 1, HLA-matching), increase the probability of HLA-matching for a cell therapy. Regarding CNS cell therapies, because the expression of HLA-class II on neural cells is minimal, it may not be necessary to consider HLA-DR. HLA-homo donors can be found by cooperating with existing cell banks. For example, in Japan, the Japan Red Cross, Japan Marrow Donor Program, and several Japanese cord blood banks are assisting in donor recruitment for an iPSC stock [11]. It is estimated that 1, 10, 75, and 140 HLA-homo iPSC lines would match approximately 17%, 50%, 80%, and 90% of the Japanese population, respectively [12]. In countries with more diverse HLA haplotypes, however, these percentages are smaller.

Nevertheless, the benefits are controversial. Major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-matched allogeneic grafts in a non-human primate PD model led to better survival but were rejected in a non-human primate Huntington’s disease model [13, 14]. One possible reason for the rejection was an immune response via minor antigens or NK cells through killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptor (KIR) signaling [15]. Thus, even HLA-matched grafts should be combined with immunosuppressants. For the heart, all MHC-matched allografts in a non-human primate myocardial infarction model survived when combined with methylprednisolone and tacrolimus [10].

Universal PSCs with genome editing

Genome editing enables the generation of PSC lines that do not express HLA molecules, allowing the PSC derivatives to evade the host’s immune response (see Fig. 1, Gene editing). One example...
is knocking out the beta 2 microglobulin (B2M) gene, which prevents the expression of HLA-class I molecules and allows the cells to evade T cell immunity. The same cells, however, may still be attacked by NK cells, because HLA molecules function as ligands for NK cell inhibitory receptors, such as KIR and NKG2A. Many subsets of NK cells express different combinations of these receptors, complicating the immune suppression. For example, although HLA-E is a ligand of NKG2A receptor, its overexpression did not inhibit KIR2D-positive NK cells [16], which are inhibited by HLA-C or HLA-G. Accordingly, to protect transplanted cells from T cell and NK cell responses, researchers have knocked out HLA-A, -B, -C genes while overexpressing HLA-G gene [17]. In another approach, HLA-A, -B and HLA-class II genes were knocked out by CRISPR-Cas9 technology, but HLA-E, -F, and -G genes were maintained [18]. More study of these cells is needed before clinical application but hampered by limitations of humanized mice models and the cost of non-human primate models. Moreover, because MHC-class I contributes to brain development and plasticity, such as neurite outgrowth, the establishment and function of cortical connections, activity-dependent refinement in the visual system, and long-term and homeostatic plasticity [19], any off-target effects by universal cells need to also be examined. In addition to HLA editing, “immune cloaking” may evade rejection. This strategy mimics how cancer cells escape immune rejection and introduces genes that encode key immunomodulatory molecules, such as the checkpoint molecules programmed cell death 1 ligand 1 (PD-L1) and cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA4) [20].

**IMMUNE SUPPRESSION**

In current protocols for immune suppression in organ and bone marrow transplantations, a triple medication strategy is generally used; namely, tacrolimus or cyclosporine, mycophenolate mofetil (MMF), and a glucocorticoid. Tacrolimus and cyclosporine are calcineurin inhibitors that can suppress cytotoxic T-cell activation and the secretion of various cytokines including IL-2 and IL-3. Many of their side effects are dose-dependent and include nephrotoxicity, neurotoxicity (leukoencephalopathy), disturbances in glucose metabolism, gastrointestinal disturbance and hypertension. MMF is a prodrug of mycophenolic acid (MPA) and inhibitor of inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase (IMPDH). It preferentially inhibits the *de novo* pathway of guanosine nucleotide synthesis in T and B lymphocytes, which prevents their proliferation and suppresses both cell-mediated and humoral immune responses. The precise mechanism of action of glucocorticoids is not fully understood. However, the mechanism seems multifaceted, involving both direct and indirect mechanisms and affecting proximal and distal events of T cell activation.

In previous open label trials of fetal transplantation for PD, several embryos with different HLA types were transplanted at the same time. In many cases, triple medication protocols were used and withdrawn 2-3 years post-operatively without any graft rejection [21]. A milder immune suppression might be enough for stem cell-based transplantations in the brain, because 1) an immune response is less likely to occur in the brain than in other organs, 2) the population of donor cells is not mixed with the population causing graft versus host-disease (GVHD) such as lymphocytes, and 3) normally one stem cell line is sufficient to prepare the donor cells [1, 4].

Other side effects when performing immune suppression include infection, cancer, renal dysfunction, and leukoencephalopathy. Impaired renal function may limit the surgical indications of a cell therapy due to the risk of renal failure during the immune suppression. During a pandemic, such as COVID-19, it is necessary to consider the increased risk of infection, the reactivation of latent virus, and the failure of vaccination due to immune suppression, which could postpone the surgery until after the pandemic has subsided. We also have to take it into consideration that immune suppression might affect the disease status.

**MONITORING IMMUNE REACTIONS**

In liver transplantation, liver function markers obtained from blood examinations are used to monitor the immune response and as indices of graft rejection. In kidney transplantation, histological monitoring is performed by needle biopsy. In PD, however, it is difficult to monitor the immune response in the brain after the cell therapy. At present, a combination of neurological evaluation of motor functions and diagnostic imaging (functional imaging of dopamine metabolism and inflammation) is used. Animal studies have shown the possibility of monitoring graft-derived immune responses by positron emission tomography (PET) [8, 13]. PET scans with a translocator protein (TSPO) tracer are
Table 1
Modes of PSC-based cell therapies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>modes of therapy</th>
<th>allogeneic HLA-mismatch</th>
<th>allogeneic HLA-match</th>
<th>autologous</th>
<th>universal PSCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>risk of immune rejection</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NK cell activation</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immune suppression</td>
<td>necessary</td>
<td>recommended</td>
<td>unnecessary</td>
<td>unnecessary (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>off-the-shelf relative cell production</td>
<td>yes, but immune suppression costs</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>middle</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost per patient widely usable</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(?) indicates more research is needed.

used clinically to detect inflammation in the brain [22]. TSPO is a protein that accumulates on the outer membrane of mitochondria in activated microglia and is capable of capturing the immunoinflammatory response of the brain. Other PET biomarkers under development include P2X ligand-gated ion channel type 7 (P2X7R), cannabinoid receptor 2 (CB2R), cyclooxygenase (COX) enzymes, colony-stimulating factor 1 receptor (CSF1R), purinergic metabotropic 12 receptor (P2Y12R), triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cell 1 (TREM1), cluster differentiation factor (CD)19, and CD20 [23]. Clinical responses to graft-induced immune responses in the brain include increasing the dose of the immunosuppressants or adding other drugs. However, PET studies are expensive and not practical to perform on all patients at multiple time points. Therefore, cheaper and easier monitoring of the immune response, such as blood tests, is desired. One group showed the benefits of blood tests to detect donor specific antibodies and also of lymphocytes-grafts immune reaction (LGIR) tests, in which the proliferation of the patient’s blood cells is estimated in a co-culture with donor cells in vitro after the cell therapy [24–26]. Donor-derived cell-free DNA (dd-cfDNA) in the plasma is another potential marker of allogeneic graft injury [27, 28]. Currently, however, the amount of cfDNA in a cell therapy for PD that marks the rejection state has not been established.

COMPARISONS OF CELL THERAPY STRATEGIES

In principle, an autologous transplantation only requires one cell line be characterized extensively and confirmed for efficacy and safety. However, establishing a cell line that is optimized for the cell therapy is not trivial and takes some time, during which the patient’s condition may worsen. As for allogeneic HLA-mismatch transplantations, one cell line is also enough, because the protocol has been optimized beforehand for that line. The cell lines and protocols used in the HLA-matched strategy have also been optimized beforehand, but multiple lines are required. This adds to cost, but is still cheaper than the autologous strategy, since one line can serve many patients (as much as 17% of a population, as stated above). Ultimately, off-the-shelf products made from universal PSCs are expected to provide all the benefits of the above three strategies (see Table 1).

RISKS

All the above stem cell therapies for PD have surgical risks, such as bleeding, donor cell-related risks, such as graft induced dyskinesia and tumorigenicity, and risks related to host immune responses, such as graft dysfunction and rejection. Immunosuppressants risk susceptibility to infection and cancer generation and also drug toxicity. It should be remembered that the immune rejection of a PD cell therapy is not always lethal, which is unlike bone marrow and organ transplantation rejections. Therefore, sometimes the discontinuation of the immune suppressive therapy is advised even if it results in graft rejection.

CONCLUSION

Compared with fetal tissues, stem cell technologies are providing cells that have more predictable effects and survival in a cell therapy, leading to more uniform clinical results. Currently, HLA-matching and immunosuppressants to control the immune response are recommended to improve neural graft survival [1,
4, 8, 13]. At the same time, sometimes mismatched allogeneic grafts survive without immunosuppressants [5, 8, 13], demonstrating that protocols to control the immune response are to be decided per patient. Ultimately, because they are expected to combine the benefits of autologous and allogeneic strategies, universal PSCs are being pursued.
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